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The Idea

The Need
There is a variety of security video cameras world-wide. However, these are all
relatively expansive.
The most simple camera , the computer it connects to which requires a unique
software and servers services for video’s storage - are very expensive.
Unique features such as motion detection abilities, will cost even more.
Why Pay so much when you already have it?

Movement detection is performed by comparing
the frames received by Android camera.

Convert

• Movement Detection - Recording videos only when movement was detected
• Cloud Storage – All Recorded videos are uploaded to
Cloud for storing and watching
• Video Manager – Watch, download or delete videos from the Cloud
• Theft Protection – Self existing when phone was stolen
• Email Notification - Each exceptional event will trigger email alert to the user
• Users Management – Managing users , private user information and details of
the data

How It Works?
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Frame is represented as byte array.
Frame is received as NV21 format (the standard
picture format on android camera preview).
Frame is being transformed to JPEG format
which is represented as byte array.
Each byte represents a color between 0-255.

After a video was recorded an email is send to the
user, providing the user the URL link to recorded
video.
If the device is being moved while in
surveillance mode, the application will
Notifying
assume the device was stolen. In this
case
application will
automatically log out in order to keep the
stealer from using or changing data via the
Video Manager, and a notification will be
send to the user by email.

Cloud

Compare
Cells are defined as different when a
difference bigger then 10 colors between
Detecting
them is detected.
Two arrays are considered as
different if at least 10% of their
?
cells are different.
Each received frame is compared
to the last frame received. When a 10% difference
between them is detected , they will be considered
different and video recording starts.
While recording, if last 10 frames are equal, recording
stops and recorded video is uploaded to the DB.
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Recording
When movement is detected, application starts
recording and saves video on phone.

Recorded videos are being uploaded to cloud server.
Information about users that are
registered to the application are being
Uploading
saved on cloud server.
Each user if defined uniquely by his email.
The Video manager provides details
regarding the recorded video: date, time and
recording location.
The Video manager allows the user to browse his
uploaded videos.
The user can:
watch , download or delete the uploaded videos

